To the fond memory of my beloved mother, Sonya, Z"L, I humbly dedicate this work.
where a a e C(fi), 1 N i, ] N N, a0 e C(fi) and a0 0 on ft.
First of all, note that throughout this work u p will always denote a solution of (1.1), which corresponds to the parameter p appearing in the equation. Also we would like to remark that the choice of the initial condition OtuPl=o 0 was dictated by the presence of a singular coecient in the equation, i.e. any other choice would have adversely affected the question of well-posedness of the problem in the functional classes we shall be working with. Next, following Carroll and Showalter [12] , we ruled out the values of p < -, which choice would have also been inadmissible for its negative, in general, effect upon existence and uniqueness of a solution in the above mentioned setting. Since the case of p =-corresponds to the wave equation, whose numerical solution has been extensively studied by many authors (Baker [2] , Baker and Bramble [3] , Dupont [13] ), it became very natural to restrict our analysis of the problem (1.1) to the case when p >-.
* Received by the editor August 20, 1980 , and in revised form July 23, 1982 . This paper is essentially based upon the results obtained by the author during his work on the doctoral dissertation at Cornell University. Using the Fourier method of separation of variables, one can easily show that the formal solution of (1.1) has the following spectral representation" (1.2) uP(x, t)= F(p+ 1) E g,d, (x) Jp(/--t), n=l where g, (g, 4,), (',") denotes the scalar product in L2-" L2(), F(" is the gamma function, Jp(. denotes the Bessel function of the first kind and of order p, and with {4,}, 1-<_ n < , are respectively the eigenvalues in nondecreasing order and L2
orthonormalized eigenfunctions of the associated Sturm-Liouville problem Ww A w in 12, w 0 on 012. It is well known [14] that under given conditions all A,'s are positive and tend to infinity with n.
The following pieces of notation will be used throughout. [14] that b, Hs for all 1 -< n < , whenever 0f C.
Thus the spectral representation (1.2) remains meaningful also for g /;/_, s >= 0.
Following the ideas of Bramble, Schatz, Thom6e and Wahlbin [8] , we introduce the solution operator of the elliptic problem w f in f, w 0 on 0f, defined as a map T" L2 L2 such that w Tf. According to [14] [8] , is essentially motivated by the above-mentioned feature. However, in our case the solution operators do not form a semigroup, so we can not utilize many of the techniques employed in [8] . Thus most of spectral methods exploited quite successfully by Bramble, Schatz, Thom6e and Wahlbin in [8] were unavailable to us. In this situation an energy method and its various combinations with the Weinstein recursion formulae proved to be a principal tool of the present work.
The outline of our paper is as follows. In 2 we obtain an eigenfunction expansion of the semidiscrete solution u h'p. The Finally, in 8 we shall demonstrate very briefly that an averaging process described in [7] and [8] In conclusion of this section we wish to remark that instead of Dirichlet boundary conditions in (1.1) we could consider, for instance, homogeneous Neumann type boundary conditions. Assuming in such a case that a0> 0 on l, the operator is again positive definite, so the spaces /:/ may be defined in an analogous fashion. According to [14] it turns out that for such a problem/-:/ will consist of those w H, for which functions the following boundary conditions are fulfilled, --Le"wlo. =0, with 0 <-m<=[s/2]-I and cg/Ou denoting the derivative with respect to the outward normal to 0f. The "smoothing" property still holds here, so we may again introduce T and Th and then consider both semidiscrete and fully discrete problems. The analysis below also covers this case of boundary conditions.
Throughout this work C denotes a positive generic constant, not necessarily the same in any two places.
2. Preliminary results. Having outlined in 1 the principal results of this work, we would like to demonstrate that the solution U h'p of (1.8) or, equivalently, of (1.10), has a spectral representation similar to (1.2). Let us observe that in view of (1.5) h T is positive definite on Sh. Then, considering (1.10) and applying the Fourier method of separation of variables in a similar fashion as in the continuous case, we shall discover that
Jp (4- Ilu'(t)ll (2.3) Ilu'(t)ll (2.4) Iluh'P(t)ll,h O-sllghl[, (2.5) Iluh"(t)ll Proof Set 0 s p + and consider the function At the first step we shall observe that for any 1 =< m the following holds,
Applying (4.1) repeatedly m-2 times to the last term of its own right-hand side, we easily arrive at the following operator decomposition:
As an easy consequence of (4.2) we have the following set of estimates. Zh uh'p-1-Thblh,p-2).
In view ot (4.9) and (4.10) the error can be represented as (4.11) uh'P--u p -4 p ( p -1 ) -
Applying (4.9) with (4.10) repeatedly m-1 times to the right-hand side of (4.11), we eventually arrive at (4.12) In conclusion of this section we shall derive certain L2 estimates of derivatives of the error. Due to specific needs of the following sections, in which these estimates will be systematically exploited, we shall limit our attention only to some spatial derivatives 3 "even" orders. As an almost trivial consequence of Lemma 5.1 we have the following "nonsmooth" data result.
COROLLARY 5.1. Suppose that 0 < e < 1, p >-, 2 <-r 7/and g Pog. Then there is a constant C > 0 such that u,(t) u(t)ll_,_=_-< Ch=-=t-=llgll_./, o t<= t*. Proof. The desired result follows by a straightforward application of the triangle inequality and Lemma 5.11 to the expression (4.11). Q.E.D.
Finally we shall conclude this section with the following result, which will play an important role in 8. Proof. The Throughout this section (with the only exception for Theorem 6.1) it will be assumed that the family {Th}, 0< h < 1, possesses the property that there exists a function 3'(h) and a constant C > 0 such that for sufficiently small values of h (6.1) IT, wlClwll and IITwllfllwlll, (6.2) I(Zh--T)wl -'(h)lTwl.
Before we begin dealing with the main objective of this section, namely, derivation of global and interior in time L estimates of the error in the general N-dimensional case, we would like to show that in the particular case of 1 =< N =< 3 it is possible to deduce quite sharp inequalities by using just (6.2) and replacing (6.1) with certain stronger estimates.
So, for the sake of a practically important theorem, which will be given below, let us state the following assumptions on { Th}, ITwl <-C ln-lTwl for N= 3; the first one is trivial and the other two are proven in [19] and [20] . THEOREM 6.1. Let g /:L+2+ with 2 <-r 7/ and 0 < e < 1. Also assume that gh Peg, P>= 1 / 2 and (6.2) holds. Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that (6.6) for N 1, provided (6. 3) holds; (6.7) Iluh'p-uPllL(Lool <=C{3"(h)+hrln}llgll+l+, whenever N 2 and (6.4) is fulfilled; (6.8) for N 3 under the assumption (6.5).
Proof. Observe that since g e/:L+I+, r>=2, the "elliptic" projection gh Next we note that ,hPeg Pog, implying that (6.11) II&ehg"--gll_ ll(Po--Z)gll-,<= Chllgll+2-,, where i= 0, 1 (6.14) IZwl<-fllZ.wll<-fllZwll<-fllwll-, for N 1. Setting w ,h uh'p-,U p in (6.14) and applying the result to (6.13) yields (6.15) luh'P-uPl<--I(Z.-T)2euPI+CIIhuh'P--euPII.
Then using (6.2) combined with Sobolev's inequality and (6.12) with 1, we estimate the right-hand side of (6.15) . Then assertion (6.6) follows at once.
In the case of N--2 the assumption (6.4) implies 1 (6.16) rwl <= C In wll-, which result allows us to mimic the entire proof of the previous case and obtain (6.7) . Finally, by virtue of (6. In the next step note that both (7.22) II0mgll-<-Chllgll+, (7.23) ngll-<-Chllgll This implies that for any 0 < 0 < t* (7.28)
''111--< C(At)311D3,uP(O)ll, --< C(At)3llgll4.
Altogether the definition of '1P/2 and the triangle inequality imply (7.29) 11/211, -< 1/2lib'fill--< C(At)3[lgl [4 Furthermore , by virtue of (7.27) (At)2peD3, uP( O), 0 < 0 < At, (7.30) 0,''/2 6 from which we deduce at once that (7.31) IIo,/=ll <= C(At)3llgll4
Combining these results with Lemma 7.2, we derive the principal result of this section. [7] and [8] to the case of the Euler-Poisson-Darboux equation.
Since the ideas and techniques we use to derive the interior estimates of the difference quotients and interior superconvergence estimates are intrinsically based upon the above works [7] , [8] , it seems to be very natural to omit the proofs whenever it is possible. Furthermore, the reader is referred to [8] for definitions of all new pieces of notation we shall subsequently use in this section.
Regarding the Lo interior estimates of the difference quotients for nonsmooth data, one can modify a corresponding result proven for parabolic equations [8] .
THEOREM 8.1. Assume that the family {Sh}, 0 < h < 1, is r-regular on 1o, gh Pog and 0 <-_ m Z. Also suppose that Qh approximates D; with accuracy r. Then for any to > 0 and '1 C '0 there is a constant C > 0 such that Qh' uh'P t) D';"*uV t)l, Ch g to -< t<_--t*, where 0<e<l, p>=max{r+2m+5/2+la], r+2m+lal+No}, 2<=r 7/ We shall conclude this work with the remark that a quite nice discussion of the assumptions (1.4)-(1.9), (6.1)-(6.2), etc., can be found in [8] . That paper also contains several conforming and nonconforming examples of semidiscretization that fit into the framework of our investigation.
